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NOTE TO READER
From the Stimulus Team

Stimulus: A Medical Humanities Journal was created to be an
experience for its readers. Unlike many other academic journals, it
contains a unique combination of academic works, personal
experiences, and artistic expressions. In this way, Stimulus can be
seen as a portable art gallery.

Just as any piece of art can be interpreted in a number of different
ways, so too can the articles that follow. We invite you to gain insight
on the creators’ interpretation of their own work by referencing the
creator biographies at the end of this journal, in which our creators
shared their purpose, artistic opinion, and the underlying meaning(s)
of their submission.

WHAT'S INSIDE THIS
ISSUE:

A collection of poetry, short
stories, drawings, graphics,
research, essays, music, and
experiences from the students,
faculty, and alumni of UTA as
well as a number of community
creators.

Sensitive
Content

In this Volume, we chose to provide trigger warnings for submissions
that may contain sensitive content. Please note when the following
icon appears at the beginning of a submission before continuing to
read:
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 I have had multiple invisible illnesses since I was 12, acquiring more as 
I approached 20. This made growing up very hard because the validity of my 
condition was constantly doubted by everyone around me. The inspiration for 
this piece is the hurtful words that are said to so many individuals with invisible 
illnesses, which constantly swarm around inside their heads. The exposed bones 
represent the pain that is present in my body all of the time, visible to oth-
ers only for a moment in the form of this artwork. Some of the more personal 
touches include the ring splints on the fingers, used to keep my joints from hy-
per-extending or dislocating, and the zebra print along the outer corners, which 
is the symbol for one of my conditions.
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